1991 ford f150 xlt

The final year for the eighth-generation F-Series capped a truly successful run that further
cemented the F's dominance as the best selling truck in America. In fact, the F had gained such
a following that, in September of , it transcended the pickup truck boundaries to become the
best selling vehicle in America. September would technically give the crown to the model year,
but the significant design and engineering efforts invested by Ford on the eighth-generation
F-Series certainly contributed to the truck's ascension to the top. Electronic Touch Drive 4WD
made its first appearance, gracing four-wheel drive Fs equipped with the 5. This feature worked
with the automatic locking hubs, allowing the driver to shift on the fly at any normal road speed.
Automatic locking hubs also became an option on the F and F, with manual hubs standard. A
now familiar two-tone paint scheme called Bodyside Two-Tone also debuted this year, offering a
two-tone finish only below the body side moldings. And of course, marked the birth of the ' Nite
' package - available only in black and only on trucks with XLT Lariat trim. Aside from an
appropriate lack of chrome, the Nite package included decals, a handling package, and it was
only available with a 5. There is improved corrosion protection for '91, including two-sided
galvanized steel hood, doors, and dash panel. Regular and SuperCab models were available
across the line, while the Crew Cab remained exclusive to the F The 4. A five-speed manual
remained the base transmission, with regular and electronic four-speed autos optional on the
entire lineup. A four-speed manual was available on F and regular cab F models, while FHD and
F models offered a three-speed automatic. The electrical system recall ID continues to affect the
F line. A short-circuiting ignition switch could ultimately lead to a fire, so Ford will replace the
ignition switch free of charge. The widespread fuel tank check valve recall ID also affects this
model year; a faulty check valve could result in a fuel overflow on trucks equipped with dual
fuel tanks. Rusty cab corners, fenders, and clunky suspension components continue to plague
these trucks as well. Major standard features include:. Available exterior paint color choices for
include:. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle
Listing Details. Only 1 Miles! This Ford F boasts a 4. Now offering Mohr to your Door! Don't want
to get out? Or can't? We will bring the car to you! And all the paperwork! We are open online
and at the store. ABS brakes. Don't miss out on massive savings. Cab 4WD features a 4. It is
equipped with a 5 Speed Manual transmission. The vehicle is Other with a Other interior. It is
offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Extended cab! Runs strong! Wow, great truck for
the money! The body is in decent shape with a clean, shiny, and respectable appearance. I
really like the smooth, quiet, reliable, strong, tough, and reliable ride. The interior is in excellent
shape with good options. This F comes with 3 door extended cab, excellent tires on chrome
plated factory wheels, XL package, rear wheel drive, panasonic Cd player, manual windows, 5
speed manual transmission, 4. If you demand value, quality, style, and a strong running truck,
this sharp F can be for you! We deliver anywhere! We reserve the right to correct errors in
pricing and erroneous pricing data on third party web sites. This Ford F 3dr XL features a 4. It is
equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. Odometer is miles below market average!
FREE loaner vehicles with any major service work. This vehicle is not available in the Buy here
Pay here program. This is a cash sale vehicle. Recent Arrival! The 1 deal at 1 Beal!!!! Look at
this Ford F Lariat. Its transmission and Gas V8 4. Why pay more than current market value?
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop.
Not provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Sign Up. This year
Ford leads the way, taking two out o Auto takes a look at the models offering diesel-engine
options to Canadian motorists available in As you'll see, the list is short and is limited to Ford is
recalling , F-Series pickup trucks in North America for a second time over block heater cables
that could corrode and short out. The company ha Favourite added temporarily. To add it to
your profile, you will need to sign in. New Cars. Year Suspension and Steering. Top of page.
Comfort and Convenience. Exterior Details. Interior Details. Exterior Colours. Interior Colours.
Road Tests and Reviews. Be the first to review this vehicle. Space and Access. Driving
Dynamics. General Appreciation. I want my review to be anonymous. Forgot your password?
Click here. Please login to submit your evaluation. You May Also Like. Top 10 diesel-engine
vehicles available in Canada Auto takes a look at the models offering diesel-engine options to
Canadian motorists available in More Articles. Leasing Financing. No Images available.
Successful Operation Favourite added temporarily. Choose 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 New Vehicles
come with a full-factory warranty. Used vehicles may have a remaining-factory warranty, but
please contact us for the warranty details specific to this vehicle. We advertise on all the top
websites and print publications marketing your vehicle globally, getting it hundreds of views

each day. Let our money work for you! With rates as low as 6. After being in the collector-car
business for a decade prior, Donna Robbins opened the doors to the first Streetside Classics
showroom in Charlotte, NC in Armed with a customer-oriented business philosophy and a clear
vision for success, she has since led Streetside Classics to an unrivaled sales volume that is
currently among the best in the collector car industry. With the most knowledgeable and
professionally trained staff in the industry, we have expanded nationally and opened
showrooms in many major U. We operate under the principles of doing business fairly and with
the understanding that our customers are the lifeblood of the business. Today, Streetside
Classics is known as the Nation's Trusted Consignment Dealer; providing sellers and buyers
alike with the peace of mind that only comes from partnering with one of the largest classic car
dealerships in the country. That said, we did not build, modify, or have the luxury of personal
ownership that would give us the advantage of knowing all unknown aspects of each vehicle.
Transparency is king and we're happy to try and answer ALL questions our customers might
have prior to purchasing. Additionally, we welcome and encourage independent inspections see
Inspection statement below. We recommend you familiarize yourself with your individual state's
taxes, transfer, or additional fees. We advertise across multiple platforms where a vehicle can
sell in a moment's notice. If a buyer chooses to buy sight unseen many of our buyers choose
this option the buyer accepts the vehicle AS-IS and understands we cannot address concerns
post sale. For this reason, it's important all concerns are addressed prior to purchase. We make
every effort to present accurate and reliable information, but use of this information is
voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an independent review of its accuracy,
completeness, and timeliness. Full payment is required within 7 days of offer acceptance unless
other arrangements are agreed to in writing. For balance of payment we will accept bank wire
transfer preferred , cashier's check, or personal check vehicle shipment will be delayed until
check clears. Most of them can deliver the vehicle to your driveway and upon your schedule.
We assume no responsibility for damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's
custody. Buyers are welcomed to trailer vehicles home and we are happy to have everything
ready to see you off with your new vehicle. Anything is possible when it comes to a vehicle,
especially a classic or antique one. We recommend transporting all vehicles to your home first,
then driving it locally. Get to know the vehicle and its tendencies before embarking on a
long-distance trip. If you choose to drive your new vehicle home, buyer accepts all
responsibility as we are unable to control what may take place once it leaves our facility. To
avoid delays, we recommend returning any required documents within 24 hours of receipt.
Please allow up to 30 days for vehicle titles. Usually titles are available sooner, we ask for the
extra time in the event there are unforeseen circumstances. Buyer agrees to hold seller
harmless from any disputes arising from other hidden or secondary VINs present on the vehicle
as seller only verifies the primary VIN location. If needed, it is the buyer's sole responsibility to
verify secondary VIN locations their specific state may inspect, prior to purchase. Slight
differences may occur so we recommend you confirm actual and current miles prior to
purchase. Even so, please have a transparent conversation with us before purchasing. Do be
aware that all pre-owned vehicles, regardless of age, mileage, or manufacturer are subject to
cosmetic wear and mechanical failure. Finally, be advised that although our sales associates
are here to assist you with your purchase, they are not trained or certified vehicle inspectors. If
you choose to waive inspection, do plan to have a detailed and transparent conversation with
us regarding the vehicle's condition. Ask the hard questions up front. Please just call us, we are
here to help and welcome all your questions! Information is provided to the best of our
knowledge and we make no warranty or representation regarding the accuracy, truth, or
reliability of such information. We strive to perform extensive visual inspections on all vehicles
we represent but we do not disassemble vehicles or components for inspection purposes and
therefore it is always possible that there is hidden damage that is not readily apparent. All
vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranties expressed or implied. Sales tax, title, license fee,
registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance charges, emission testing fees, and
compliance fees are additional to the advertised price. Vehicle is listed locally, we reserve the
right to end the auction at any time. Visit eBay Store. Full size photos Video. Stock :. It
combines a sharp-looking style with a great-looking respray. And features like the fuel-injected
V8 and long bed means it still knows how to get the job done. This Ford has that desirable
appearance with a robust-looking square style. And the well-creased sheetmetal is showcased
so well on this example because if the quality respray. The Smoke Metallic paint lives up to its
name with a nice embedded sparkle that loves the sunlight, and the silver makes for a tasteful
complement for a sophisticated two-tone. And there are some terrific stylish details. For
example, not only is there a distinct red pinstripe separating the silver and gray, but it also
coordinates with the red lines on the wheel trim. More than just look good, the right vintage

trucks still like to get to work. That's why this one has features like the wide trailing mirrors and
a rear step bumper that's ready for a hitch ball. And the long bed of the F means it can carry the
larger loads. You even have a great-looking bed liner to protect the bed and full-length bed rails
to secure it all. The odometer tells us this truck has averaged less than 2, miles annually, and
that less use is really reflected in the preservation quality of the interior. This is an upper-level
XLT lariat, and so you get a comfy cloth bench set that looks clean and complete. This has
desirable features, like individual bolstering, and a fold-down armrest for bucket-like comfort.
And the factory air conditioning has been upgraded to run on modern Ra refrigerant likely just
needs a recharge to blow ideally cold again. The classic Ford steering wheel feels grippy in your
hands, and it's designed to give you a clear view the full gauge package. It includes a tach that's
quite handy with the floor shifter. The engine bay has a time capsule look, and this is believed
to be the full original package, so you know it has been under proper care if it still looks this
good. More than just it's appearance, this one is attractive for offering Ford's 5. This is from the
factory fuel-injected era, and so that means this robust motor also was built to be powerful and
consistent from day one. Another great feature is the five-speed manual transmission that
allows you to choose between good fuel economy and extra power whenever you want. And no
matter how you choose to drive this pickup, the dual fuel tanks will take
radio for jeep wrangler
cummins engine manuals download
chrysler pacifica 2001
you further. Plus, with power steering, power brakes, and front discs, it's an all-around easy
drive. Complete with owner's manual packet, this is the clean classic pickup even in the
undercarriage. So if you want something that's vintage, useful, and all-around distinct, don't
miss this F Call today!!! Vehicle Description. Vehicle Warranty. About Streetside Classic Cars
Atlanta. Boasting over 80, climate-controlled square-feet, our state-of-the-art facility opened in
and houses up to collectible vehicles, ranging from antiques, streetrods, muscle cars and
trucks, to the latest exotics. We are open to the public and admission is complimentary and
welcomed. Our Global Marketing Reach. About Us. Contact us for more details. Terms and
Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Fees and
Taxes. Our Global Marketing Reach We advertise on all the top websites and print publications
marketing your vehicle globally, getting it hundreds of views each day.

